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Abstract—Deep-learning accelerators are increasingly popular. There are two prevalent accelerator architectures: one based on general matrix multiplication units and the other on convolution cores. However, Tensor Virtual Machine (TVM), a widely used deep-learning compiler stack, does not support the latter. This paper proposes a general framework for extending TVM to support deep-learning accelerators with convolution cores. We have applied it to two well-known accelerators: Nvidia’s NVDLA and Bitmain’s BM1880 successfully. Deep-learning workloads can now be readily deployed to these accelerators through TVM and executed efficiently. This framework can extend TVM to other accelerators with minimum effort.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional CPUs and GPUs are not meeting the growing computation and energy efficiency demands of various applications such as the Internet of Things (IoT). As a result, dedicated deep-learning accelerators have become popular in training and inference applications [1]. There are two major accelerator architectures [2]: one based on general matrix multiplication (GEMM) units and the other based on convolution cores. Google Edge TPU [3] and VTA [4] represent the GEMM-unit based architecture, often referred to as TPU-like accelerators. Nvidia’s NVDLA [5] and Alibaba Hanguang 800 [6] represent the convolution-core-based architecture.

To deploy deep-learning workloads to accelerators, accelerator manufacturers provide users with proprietary compilers or software development kits (SDKs) that usually support a limited number of deep-learning model formats. For example, NVDLA’s compiler only supports the Caffe [7] model format. Models in other popular neural network formats, such as TensorFlow [8] and MxNet [9], are not readily deployable to NVDLA. Previous studies have attempted to enable additional model formats on NVDLA. For example, ONNC [10] works on NVDLA and Bitmain Sophon accelerators [11], offering support for the ONNX portable model format [12]. However, it fails to offer generic model supports for various accelerators.

Tensor Virtual Machine (TVM) [13] is a well-known, generally applicable, and versatile end-to-end deep-learning compiler stack. It supports various front-end frameworks such as MxNet and TensorFlow. It also supports multiple hardware backends, including CPUs, GPUs, and TPU-like accelerators such as Google Edge TPU and VTA. However, TVM does not readily support accelerators with convolution cores. This paper identifies and addresses two challenges that caused the incompatibility between TVM and such accelerators:

1) Intrinsic incompatibility between TVM low-level IR and instruction set architectures (ISAs) of convolution-core-based accelerators: TVM low-level IR supports GEMM operations such as matrix multiplication, while the ISAs of convolution-core-based accelerators typically support higher-level graph operations such as convolution.

2) Loss of hardware-related optimization opportunities: TVM’s high-level computation graph is hardware independent; directly mapping it to accelerator ISAs misses out on hardware-related optimization opportunities.

We propose a general framework for extending the TVM compiler stack to support accelerators with convolution cores and have made the following three contributions:

1) Identified challenges that hinder TVM’s support of accelerators with convolution cores by analyzing abstraction mismatches between the IRs of TVM and the ISAs of these accelerators;

2) Developed three new extensions for TVM to support convolution-core-based accelerators: (1) a convolution-core-oriented intermediate representation (IR), (2) a supplemental operator dependency graph, and (3) an accelerator-specific support library;

3) Evaluated the applicability and efficiency of our TVM extensions by applying it to two accelerator backends, Nvidia’s NVDLA and Bitmain’s BM1880. Our extended TVM outperforms Nvidia’s official NVDLA compiler and ONNC in both model execution time and memory consumption.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 identifies the challenges preventing convolution-core-based accelerators from working with TVM. Section 3 presents our framework for extending TVM to such accelerators: NVDLA and BM1880. Section 4 discusses experimental results from extending TVM to two accelerators. Section 5 presents related works. Section 6 concludes and discusses future work.

II. CHALLENGES

This section analyzes the challenges that intrinsically stem from the mismatches between TVM IRs and the ISAs of accelerators with convolution cores. TVM currently supports three kinds of hardware backends: CPUs, GPUs, and TPU-like accelerators [13], which have RISC-like ISAs. As shown
Figure 1. Overview of TVM. TVM supports multiple deep-learning framework frontends, e.g., MxNet and TensorFlow, and targets at multiple backends, e.g., CPU, GPU, and TPU-like accelerators.

Table I
DESCRIPTION OF TVM COMPUTATION GRAPH NODES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operators</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>[Y=b, c, w] = \sum_{d, k} \text{data}[b, k, \text{strides}[b] * w + dw] * \text{weight}[c, k, dw] ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>[Y = X \times \text{W}^{T} + \text{bias} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relu</td>
<td>[Y = \max(x, 0) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiasAdd</td>
<td>[Y = X + \text{bias} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>[Y(x_i) = \frac{\exp(x_i)}{\sum_{j} \exp(x_j)} ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 1, TVM implements optimizations on two levels for these backends: hardware-independent optimizations at the higher computation graph level and hardware-dependent ones at the lower IR level. Table I describes TVM computation graph nodes. The low-level TVM IR is similar to the RISC-like ISAs of TVM’s original hardware backends in abstraction levels. We take the Dense node as an example. During the lowering process, TVM transforms the Dense node into RISC-like low-level IR nodes such as Add, Sum, Multiply and Cast, through the following code:

1. auto k = tvm::te::reduce_axis(Range(0, in_dim), "k");
2. auto matmul = tvm::te::compute({batch, out_dim},
3.     [i](Var i, Var j) {
4.       return tvm::sum(tvm::cast(out_dtype, data(i, k)) * tvm::cast(out_dtype, weight(j, k), (k));
5.     }, "tensor", "dense");
6. }
7. if (bias.defined()) {
8.   matmul = tvm::te::compute({batch, out_dim},
9.     [i, j](Var i, Var j) {
10.       return matmul(i, j) + tvm::cast(out_dtype, bias[j]); }, "tensor", kBroadcast);
11. }

Accelerators with convolution cores, such as NVDLA [5] and Alibaba Hanguang 800 [6], have specialized hardware units to process high-level deep-learning operators. Their ISAs are at a higher abstraction level than TVM low-level IR, which blocks code generation during the lowering process.

Taking NVDLA as an example. As Figure 2 shows, since NVDLA implements many operations in hardware internals, such as matrix multiplication and addition within the convolution cores, NVDLA’s ISA is at a relatively higher abstraction level. Its abstraction level largely resembles TVM’s high-level computation graph, making it incompatible with TVM low-level IR. This hinders code generation from TVM lower-level IR to NVDLA’s ISA. Therefore, the first challenge that we address is the intrinsic incompatibility between TVM low-level IR and the ISAs of convolution-core-based accelerators.

The second challenge is the loss of optimization opportunities. As Table III shows, TVM provides groups of hardware-dependent and hardware-independent optimizations strategies. Particularly, TVM low-level IR enables hardware-dependent optimization, and computation graph enables hardware-independent optimizations. However, if we merely address the first challenge, the TVM extensions still cannot achieve desired performance since TVM’s original hardware-dependent optimization strategies do not apply to convolution-core-based accelerators. Besides, these accelerators have diverse micro-architectures, and no universal strategy can fully exploit optimization opportunities for all. Thus, it is necessary to design two new IRs: (1) an IR providing universal support to all convolution-core-based accelerators with basic optimizations, and (2) a customized IR that provides different target accelerators with tailored optimization strategies to exploit specific optimization opportunities further.

III. OUR APPROACH

This section presents a general framework for extending TVM to support accelerators based on convolution cores with minimal modifications. We illustrate this framework with NVDLA, a popular and representative accelerator based on convolution cores. Figure 3 illustrates our extended TVM.
Figure 2. Illustration of the incompatibility issue. NVDLA has a high-level ISA since it implements many operations in hardware internals, such as matrix multiplication and addition within the convolution cores. It is incompatible with TVM’s low-level IR.

Figure 3. Overview of the extended TVM stack. We add three extensions: an operator dependency graph, a convolution-core-oriented IR, and an accelerator support library. With these extensions, TVM can work with accelerators based on convolution cores.

Below we present the details of our TVM extensions.

A. Convolution-Core-Oriented IR and Optimizations

There are two reasons why we need the convolution-core-oriented IR. First, it eliminates the incompatibility between TVM IR and the ISAs of convolution-core-based accelerators. When target devices are convolution-core-based accelerators, such as NVDLA, TVM lowers the computation graph into the new IR instead of the original low-level GEMM-oriented IR. Second, this new IR provides an adequate abstraction for optimizations commonly applicable to all convolution-core-based accelerators.

We design this convolution-core-oriented IR at the higher neural network operator level. It includes IR nodes such as ConvWithBias, Relu, and BatchNorm. Figure 4 shows an example of the IR consists of a one-layer convolution neural network. Since accelerators with convolution cores usually require dependency information between operators to control the execution order, our IR adopts a tree structure to maintain the dependency between nodes. In this IR, nodes represent operators, and edges represent operands, such as weights and inputs.

Based on this IR, we implement hardware-independent optimization strategies applicable to all convolution-core-based accelerators. The optimizations that are currently conducted on this IR include:

1) Elimination of operators unused in inference workloads, such as Dropout;
2) Pre-computation of operators at compile-time, such as Reshape;
3) Division of large GlobalAvgPool into multiple AvgPool whose kernel sizes are within the hardware resource limits of convolution-core-based accelerators.

Comparing our convolution-core-oriented IR with TVM high-level computation graph, there are two major differences:

1) TVM’s computation graphs are hardware-independent, incompatible with hardware-dependent optimizations. Our IR supports optimizations generically applicable to all accelerators with convolution-cores.
2) The design of our convolution-core-oriented IR closely matches accelerator hardware, which will facilitate code generation for accelerators with convolution cores.

TVM provides developers a convenient way to add new hardware backends to reduce engineering efforts. We utilized this feature and registered our IR to TVM as an external framework:

1) A new convolution-core-oriented IR in the operator-level optimization and code generation stage. It addresses the incompatibility between TVM and the ISAs of convolution-core-based accelerators. Optimizations generically applicable to all convolution-core-based accelerators are also conducted on this IR.
2) An operator dependency graph in the high-level computation graph stage. This graph preserves dependency information among neural network operators necessary for lowering the high-level computation graph to the convolution-core-oriented IR.
3) An accelerator support library. This library maps the convolution-core-oriented IR to the accelerator ISAs and completes code generation. Accelerator-specific low-level optimizations are also conducted in this stage.
backend to minimize our modifications to TVM. When target devices are convolution-core-based accelerators, e.g., NVDLA, TVM will invoke this new backend to lower the computation graph to the new convolution-core-oriented IR.

B. Operator Dependency Graph

Originally, TVM does not explicitly pass down operator dependency information, particularly control dependencies, when it lowers a model from the high-level computation graph to the lower-level GEMM-oriented IR. The GEMM-oriented IR will only capture data dependency information, missing control dependencies. However, the convolution-core-oriented IR needs complete dependency information to operate, and reconstructing such dependencies at the lower level would be challenging and inefficient. Therefore, we add an extra compiler pass in TVM’s high-level computation graph to preserve and pass on all dependency information when TVM lowers the model to the convolution-core-oriented IR.

C. Accelerator Support Library

We complete code generation and hardware-dependent optimizations in the accelerator support library. We use NVDLA to demonstrate the workflows. Since the convolution-core-oriented IR is still coarse-grained, we introduce an additional hardware-dependent IR to maximize optimizations in the support library. As Figure 5 shows, we design the library’s IR nodes, such as CONV, SDP, and PDP, on the hardware-unit level to match NVDLA’s units. Multiple deep-learning operators such as BatchNorm, Relu, and Multiply will utilize the SDP unit. Since the SDP unit supports multiple data access ports, if adjacent operators utilize the SDP unit and their data ports are not in conflict, they can be fused into one SDP operator. Another example is that for two adjacent ALU operators, their computation may be fused into a new ALU operator, such as fusing two Adds into one. In both cases, we can reduce model execution time and memory accesses. The NVDLA-specific optimizations currently supported include:

1) Fusion of ALU operators at compile-time;
2) Fusion of adjacent SDP operators;
3) Elimination of extra CONV core memory accesses.

As Figure 5 shows, with our extensions, TVM can work with accelerators with convolution cores. Next section demonstrates how to deploy neural networks on such accelerators through TVM, using NVDLA and BM1880 as examples.

IV. EVALUATIONS

This section evaluates our work from five aspects: supported TVM operators, supported deep-learning models, performance results, memory usage results, and lines of code (LoC) for adapting TVM to a new convolution-core-based accelerator. We perform all experiments on a desktop with a 12-core AMD Ryzen 5900x CPU, 128 GB of RAM, and Ubuntu 18.04 OS. We target Nvidia’s NVDLA and Bitmain’s BM1880.

A. Supported Deep-Learning Operators

Table IV shows all operators we currently support. We compared our work with the official NVDLA compiler. The first column lists operator names. The second column indicates the operators supported by the official NVDLA compiler. The third and fourth columns show the operator support status on NVDLA and BM1880 using our extended TVM stack. Our extensions support more deep-learning operators, e.g., Reshape and Add, than the official NVDLA compiler. Some operators can be pre-computed during compile-time, e.g., Reshape, instead of running on the hardware side. The official NVDLA compiler does not support such optimizations.

B. Supported Deep-Learning Models

As deep convolution neural networks (CNNs) are prevalent in deep-learning workloads, we select classic CNNs to assess performance. As Table V shows, we can deploy AlexNet [14], CaffeNet [7], GoogLeNet [15] and ResNet18 [16] to NVDLA and BM1880 through our extended TVM stack, while the official NVDLA compiler does not support GoogLeNet.

C. Preliminary Performance Evaluations

We compared our framework’s performance results with the official NVDLA compiler and ONNC. They are denoted as NVDLA on TVM, the NVDLA official compiler, and ONNC. For each inference workload, we conducted experiments five
times and calculated the averages. For the NVDLA official compiler, since it only supports Caffe models, we used the models from the Caffe model zoo. For ONNC and our framework on TVM, since they both support the ONNX format, we used the same models from the ONNX model zoo.

For quick evaluation purposes, currently we utilize the NVDLA virtual platform (VP) [17], a SystemC [18] simulator, as the hardware target. For the BM1880 platform, which uses a text file to save instructions, we compared the generated text file with ONNC for correctness verification. We will evaluate BM1880’s performance on actual Bitmain hardware in the future. As Figure 6 illustrates, our framework achieves the best results in each deep-learning inference workload, because our work supports both coarse-grained and fine-grained optimizations. In comparison, ONNC can only conduct coarse-grained optimizations. The official NVDLA compiler, in most cases, achieves better performance than ONNC, since it supports fine-grained optimizations. Since the loadable file generated by our work can run on the official NVDLA VP, our work is readily portable to NVDLA hardware implementations, such as FPGA, for further evaluation as part of future work.

D. Preliminary Memory Usage Evaluations

We compared the memory usage in the loadable file generated by our framework, the official NVDLA compiler, and ONNC. As Figure 7 shows, in the AlexNet and CaffeNet tests, our work uses the least amount of memory in the loadable file. For GoogLeNet, our framework uses less memory than ONNC. In the ResNet18 test, the official NVDLA compiler uses the least amount of memory.

E. Scalability Evaluations

Since our goal is to make TVM support various convolution-core-based accelerators, it is important to evaluate the development efforts required to adapt our framework to a new accelerator. Our extensions require minimal modifications to TVM. Since we made no changes to the existing TVM files, it is easy to patch our work to TVM’s mainline codes. The extensions have three parts. The first part is IR registration, adding the extensions as a new pattern to TVM, so TVM can correctly lower its high-level computation graph to our convolution-core-oriented IR. The LoC for this part is 75. The second part is the convolution-core-oriented IR and its optimizations, and the LoC for this part is 4943. The third part is the hardware-specific accelerator support library, the only non-reusable component that needs to be built specifically for every new target accelerator. We use man-week as the unit to evaluate efforts spent on building the support library. It took 3 man-weeks to complete our modification specific for NVDLA. For BM1880, it took 2 man-weeks. The LoC for NVDLA is 2378, and the LoC for BM1880 is 1663.

V. RELATED WORK

Comparing with the official NVDLA compiler [5], our work can support more deep-learning model formats through a powerful compiler stack, TVM. We implemented a convolution-core-oriented IR based on ONNC’s IR [10], allowing TVM
to support more operators and conduct high-level accelerator-independent optimizations efficiently. Furthermore, powered by optimizations on the hardware-specific IR within our accelerator support library, which are not available in ONNC, our TVM extensions significantly outperform ONNC.

There is another work attempting to integrate TVM and NVDLA [19]. In comparison, our work has four major advantages. (1) Our work implements multiple-level IR optimizations, while their work only supports TVM high-level optimizations. (2) Our work can directly use TVM to generate the NVDLA loadable file, while their work does not implement the end-to-end flow. They use TVM to dump a JSON file, and then use the NVDLA compiler to load this JSON file to finish code generation. (3) Our work supports multiple practical models, such as GoogleLeNet, ResNet, CaffeNet, and AlexNet, while their model only supports LeNet [20]. (4) Our work has developed generic TVM extensions for all convolution-core-based accelerators (e.g., NVDLA and BM1880), while their work is only applicable to NVDLA.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a general framework for extending TVM to support convolution-core-based deep-learning accelerators. To bridge the gap between the TVM IR and the ISAs of convolution-core-based accelerators, we have developed three extensions to TVM, including a convolution-core-oriented IR, a high-level operator dependency graph, and an accelerator support library. We have realized this framework on Nvidia’s NVDLA and Bitmain’s BM1880 and successfully executed popular deep-learning models on them efficiently.

We will pursue the following two improvements in our future work. To increase the integration level of TVM and convolution-core-based accelerators, we plan to develop a new unified accelerator runtime system utilizing TVM’s just-in-time compilation approach. Nvidia’s original runtime system requires a fixed binary format, NVDLA loadable, and then deploy the loadable file to hardware through its driver. This breaks a seamless integration flow and hinders data pre-processing on the TVM side. Another direction is to develop more optimization strategies that can leverage our convolution-core-oriented IR.
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